
A step-by-step  
guide to the 

reimbursement process



This guide is  
intended to help you:
•     Access the best and most 

advanced implantable hearing  
solutions for your patients. 

•   Maximize your payer outcomes.

Cochlear Implant 
System

Nucleus Sound  
Processor (CP810)

Nucleus Remote 
Assistant (CR110)
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BP100
Bone Conduction 
System

Nucleus Cochlear 
Implant (CI512)

When dealing with any health plan, there are eight 
critical components that contribute to the  
success of securing coverage and appropriate 
payment for any surgical treatment or technology.  

This reference manual describes how to manage 
each one:
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Health Plan Benefits
HeAltH plAn – DiD you know?

  your health plan policy is a contract 
between you and the insurance company .

  This contract details the specifics of what 
is covered and what is not covered under 
your health plan .

  your health plan is required by law to abide 
by the terms of this policy . 

  most health plan policies have a glossary 
within the physical contract, which is very 
useful for definitions of important terms 
used in the contract or by your health plan . 

wHAt Are your rigHts?

  your health plan must provide 
subscribers and their dependents a 
reconsideration or dispute process for  
any unfavorable decisions .

  your health plan must provide access to 
the health plan policy (benefit handbook) . 

  your health plan must provide you with in-
network physicians and facilities to ensure 
you are given the highest benefit available 
for covered services .

How your HeAltH plAn sHoulD work 
for you…

  your doctor recommends an auditory 
prosthetic device for your hearing 
impairment . 

  you or your doctor submit a written 
request to obtain and verify pre-
determination of benefits and/or pre-
certification of medical necessity based 
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on your health plan policy and the 
health plan’s medical policies for the 
recommended procedure and device . 

  your health plan notifies you and your 
doctor in writing if the procedure and 
device is covered or is not covered .

  you and your doctor move forward with 
the services if your health plan approves 
the request, less any co-pay, co-insurance, 
or deductible .

unDerstAnD your HeAltH  
plAn coverAge

  review documentation provided to you 
by your health plan . (i .e . request a copy of 
your benefit handbook) .

  Find out which services are covered and 
which are not .

  be aware of the processes involved in 
requesting and obtaining coverage .

You should contact your health plan 
to determine coverage as well as your 
estimated out-of-pocket expenses, prior to 
surgery. Services include:

 Auditory prosthetic device components . 

 hospital surgical fees . 

 Physician fees .

 surgical fees .

 Anesthesia .

Questions you sHoulD Ask your 
HeAltH plAn:

  Am i covered for surgery for implantation 
of the auditory prosthetic device?

  Am i covered for the auditory 
prosthetic device?
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  What is my benefit for the surgery 
and device?

 Do i need pre-authorization?

  What is my benefit maximum 
dollar amount?

  have i met my deductible, catastrophic, or 
lifetime maximum?

  is my physician and/or hospital in or out-
of-network?

  how long does the pre-determination or 
pre-authorization process typically take?

Play an important role in obtaining payment 
by writing to the medical director of your 
health plan. Explain your medical diagnosis 
relative to auditory prosthetic device and 
why you and your physician are confident 
that the auditory prosthetic device is the 
best treatment option for you.

In the event that your request is denied, 
find out the reason behind the denial and 
address this specific concern in writing. Your 
health plan will have an established appeal 
or disputed decision process for you to 
follow. Be sure to:

  specifically address the reasons for the 
denial stated in the correspondence 
from the health plan . Provide additional 
information regarding your medical 
history and your necessity for the auditory 
prosthetic device .

  Discuss the denial with the medical 
director or other contact indicated on the 
denial letter from the health plan .

  contact your human resources 
representative or union representative to 
discuss your denial issue . They may contact 
the health plan on your behalf .
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 Predetermination
Predetermination is a process established by 
Health Plans which allows your physician to 
submit a treatment plan to your Health Plan 
prior to surgery. The Health Plan reviews 
the treatment plan, your insurance benefit 
plan and Medical Policy to determine if

 The treatment is covered . 

 if you are a covered member . 

  The amount of co-payments/co-insurance, 
deductibles .

 your plan’s maximum benefits . 

it is strongly recommended that Pre-
Determination of benefits for the implant 
system is performed on all candidates, except 
for medicare beneficiaries . your provider will 
assist you with this process .
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Medical Necessity
All health Plans will restrict coverage to only 
include services they consider “medically 
Necessary” . Additionally, health Plans have 
their own definitions of what is “medically 
Necessary” and/or “experimental or 
investigational” . These definitions are typically 
tied to a documented medical Policy based on 
their own technology assessment criteria or an 
independent Technology Assessment review . 
During the predetermination process, your 
physician’s office will contact the health plan 
and request a copy of your health plan’s policy 
on medical necessity .

if your health Plan does not consider 
coverage of the FDA approved device, it is 
recommended that you work through your 
physician’s office and the predetermination 
process or submit a letter of medical necessity 
and comprehensive supportive material (see 
steps involved in the predetermination and 
preauthorization process) to educate the 
provider on the scientific evidence supporting 
use of the technology and its applicability 
to the patient’s treatment plan . cochlear™ 
additionally provides support through their 
oms . This service is available to advocate and 
support the insurance process .
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Coverage
Coverage determinations may vary in 
specific instances based on the following:

  The terms of the applicable coverage plan 
document in effect on the date of service . 

 Applicable laws/regulations . 

  relevant peer-reviewed published collateral 
source materials including coverage Policies . 

 The specific facts of the particular situation .

Additionally, if the terms of the health Plan’s 
coverage policies are inconsistent from the 
terms of your specific benefit coverage plan, 
the terms of your specific coverage plan will 
always override the health Plan’s medical 
coverage policies . 

reiMburseMent AnD bilAterAl 
cocHleAr iMplAntAtion

you and your surgeon may select from  
two options when considering bilateral 
cochlear implantation:  

  simultaneous implantation – both ears 
implanted during the same surgical session .

  sequential implantation – ci implantation 
in each ear during separate implantation 
surgical sessions (can range from weeks  
to years) .
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DepenDing on wHicH option you 
select, tHe following fActors sHoulD 
be consiDereD:

Commercial Health Plan Coverage

•	 	Does	your	health	plan	cover	simultaneous	
cochlear implantation?

•	 	Review	your	health	plan’s	“certificate	of	
coverage” provided by your health plan to 
determine benefit coverage .

•	 	Make	sure	that	the	health	plan	will	cover	
the surgery, cochlear implant (ci) devices, 
and post-surgical rehabilitation .

•	 	Check	to	see	if	prior	authorizations	for	
both the surgery and cis are required .

•	 	Read	the	health	plan’s	cochlear	
implantation medical policy to determine  
if the health plan considers bilateral 
cochlear implantation “medically 
necessary” and in what situations 
(simultaneous and/or sequential) .

•	 	If	a	cochlear	implantation	medical	policy	
does not address bilateral implantation, 
have your surgeon’s office compile a 
predetermination packet to send to the 
your health plan to determine coverage .

•	 	Beware	of	potential	financial	
responsibilities with either option (i .e ., 
deductibles, co-payments, coinsurance) .

•	 	Some	of	the	larger	commercial	health	
plans cover bilateral cochlear  
implantation; however it is important 
to clearly understand the coverage and 
payment parameters . 

•	 	Even	though	the	health	plan	may	have	
a general coverage position on bilateral 
cochlear implantation, it does not mean that 
your health plan has the same coverage .
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•	 	Please	note	that	coverage	does	not	
guarantee payment .

•	 	For	simultaneous	bilateral	cochlear	
implantation, many health plans will 
reimburse outpatient surgical procedures 
utilizing the medicare payment 
methodology (150% of charges, i .e . 
medicare pays for the second surgery  
at 50%) .

•	 	If	your	health	plan	denies	coverage	for	
bilateral cochlear implantation, the 
surgeon and/or the patient have a right to 
appeal the health plan’s coverage decision .  

  health plan should provide you and your 
surgeon information on appeal rights .

  you should work with your surgeon to 
assist in the appeal process .

  your surgeon should prepare a letter 
of “medical necessity” outlining the 
patient’s need and value for bilateral 
implantation, copies and results of medical 
tests, published peer-reviewed literature 
supporting bilateral implantation, and 
detailed patient history applicable to  
the request .

MeDicAre

•	 	The	current	Medicare	coverage	policy	does	
not clearly delineate whether bilateral 
cochlear implantation is covered for either 
simultaneous or sequential surgeries .  
contact the medicare Administrator 
contractors (mAcs)/intermediaries/
carriers to request a medical coverage 
policy determination for bilateral coverage .   

•	 	Individuals	who	have	previously	been	
implanted through their commercial health 
plan and are now covered by medicare 
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may be covered for the second cochlear 
implant through medicare .  however, 
it is important for your surgeon’s office 
to check with the applicable medicare 
mAcs/intermediaries/carriers to request 
a medical coverage policy determination 
prior to providing the service .

•	 	Traditional	Medicare	does	not	offer	an	
option for predetermination or prior 
authorization of coverage .   
Therefore, the only option is to request  
a policy interpretation .

•	 	Interpretation	may	vary	by	MAC	and/or	
intermediary/carrier .

•	 	Medicare	reimbursement	will	vary	
depending whether  the  bilateral cochlear 
implants are simultaneous or sequential .

MeDicAre ADvAntAge plAns

•	 	Medicare	Advantage	Plans	must	 
offer the same benefits defined by 
traditional medicare but often cover 
additional services .

•	 	Since	the	traditional	Medicare	coverage	
policy does not clearly delineate whether 
bilateral cochlear implantation is covered, 
it is best to work with your surgeon’s office 
in contacting your medicare Advantage 
Plan and inquiring about benefit and 
coverage determinations .

•	 	Medicare	Advantage	Plans	may	have	
policies for predetermination of benefits, 
preauthorization requirements, and appeal 
processes .  Work with your surgeon’s office 
to check with the medicare Advantage Plan 
to explore the options available .
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MeDicAiD

•	 	Coverage	for	bilateral	cochlear	
implantation is very inconsistent .

•	 	Work	with	your	surgeon’s	office	to	check	
on state medicaid plan or medicaid hmo 
to determine coverage and benefits .

•	 	State	Medicaid	plans	and	Medicaid	HMOs	
have processes to appeal claims on an 
individual basis based on medical necessity .

•	 	Prior	authorizations	of	bilateral	
implantations are generally required .
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Upgrades  
and Replacements
Upgrades/replacements to the Cochlear™ 
external product category

cochlear provides the following information as 
guidance to assist with your sound processor 
replacement insurance coverage questions .  
medicare, medicaid, medicare Advantage, and 
commercial health plans all have guidelines 
for when they might cover a replacement or 
upgrade for sound processor (or other parts 
and accessories) . 

coMMerciAl HeAltH insurAnce AnD 
upgrADe coverAge. 

each health plan (a .k .a . insurance plan) 
is different and has its own criteria . it is 
important to check your plan regarding 
coverage criteria on replacement parts 
and upgrades . Typically, health plans cover 
replacement sound processors based upon the 
following two requirements:

  before and after audiologic test results or 
information and data clearly predicting 
improved performance with use of the new 
technology (i .e ., medical necessity) .

  if the current processor has been 
continuously used for 5 years, replacement 
with improved technology may be possible . 
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Your clinic may assist in the process by: 

  Testing your performance with your 
current processor and comparing it to the 
performance results with the upgraded 
sound processor . 

  Predicting improved performance based on 
the group average clinical data available . 

Medical Necessity

To request coverage and payment for medically 
necessary services, a letter of medical necessity 
(lmN) must be written by your current medical 
professional treating your medical condition 
and situation . cochlear Americas cannot 
establish medical necessity and consequently, 
does not supply sample lmNs .

MeDicAre AnD upgrADe coverAge

medicare classifies cochlear’s sound 
processors and associated parts and 
accessories as prosthetics . As such, all of 
cochlear’s parts and accessories are subject to 
the durable medical equipment, prosthetics, 
orthotics, and supplies (“DmePos”) 
requirements under medicare . 

medicare’s claim Processing manual, provides 
that medicare will cover replacement of Dme 
equipment under the following circumstances: 

 loss .

 irreparable damage . 

 irreparable wear . 

  Where required because of a change in the 
patient’s condition . 
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Does stAte MeDicAiD cover upgrADe 
sounD processors?

coverage for upgrade sound processors 
is subject to each state’s medicaid Plan 
guidelines, although medicare’s guidelines 
generally provide a good starting point for 
medicaid . A good approach is to have your 
doctor’s office submit a preauthorization 
request, utilizing medicare’s guidelines and 
include a letter of medical necessity or current 
physician’s order documenting the basis for 
recommending the upgrade processor to 
determine coverage .
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Preauthorization/
Pre-Certification
Although pre-determination is an optional 
process offered by many health plans, the pre-
authorization/pre-certification is mandatory 
for most health plans . 

What is the difference between Pre-
certification and Pre-authorization?

  Pre-certification confirms eligibility and 
collects information prior to inpatient 
admissions and selected ambulatory 
procedures and services . 

 it is comprised of two components:

	 •  Notification – the process of 
documenting a coverage request . 

	 •  coverage Determination - review of 
plan documents and submitted clinical 
information to determine whether the 
health plan’s clinical guidelines and 
criteria for coverage are met . 

	 • The pre-certification process . 

	 •  encourages communication your 
doctor and/or yourself in advance of 
the procedure, service or supply . 

	 •  enables the health plan to proactively 
identify patients who may require 
continued disease management .

   Pre-authorization is the process used to 
confirm whether a proposed service or 
procedure is:

	 • medically necessary .

	 • covered for the proposed care . 
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	 •  covered for the proposed length of stay 
(if applicable) . 

	 • scheduled for concurrent review . 

  Pre-determination is an optional 
process offered by many plans, the pre-
authorization and/or pre-certification 
process is mandatory for most plans .

Most health plans require providers to: 

  seek advanced approval for all elective 
inpatient medical and surgical admissions, 
and most outpatient surgeries . 

  obtain approval within a specific timeframe . 

  verify coverage and benefits of the 
proposed patient’s treatment plan .

  Provide applicable coding and medical 
necessity for services/procedures requested .
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Managing Denials
The reasons your health plan may deny your 
proposed treatment…

  The requested procedure is specifically 
listed as non-covered under the terms of 
your health plan policy .

  The procedure may be covered, but only 
under certain circumstances: 
(i .e . you must utilize a physician that is in 
your health plan’s network) .

  your physician is requesting a procedure 
using technology, which your health 
plan considers as an experimental or 
investigational procedure .

  your health plan determined the procedure 
being requested is not Medically necessary 
based on the diagnosis and medical 
documentation that was submitted .

  your health plan misunderstands the 
technology and denies the implant stating 
it is a hearing aid . 

AppeAling DeniAls froM  
your HeAltH plAn

if you receive a written denial letter from your 
health plan, define the reason your request 
was denied . 

These are some of the common reasons given 
for denial of coverage .

  The documentation provided did not 
justify medical necessity to the health plan 
base on the established medical policy 
utilized in the review .

  The procedure requested was determined 
to be benefit exclusion .
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 benefits vs. MeDicAl necessity

Health Policy Benefit - is a service, test, 
procedure or treatment that your health 
plan has agreed to cover as long as the 
medical necessity has been approved . you 
should understand that your health Policy 
benefit always supersedes approval for 
medical Necessity . As an example if your 
request was approved for medical Necessity, 
the claim may still be denied as a health 
Policy benefit exclusion .

Medical Necessity - is a review by your health 
plan that determines if a requested service, 
test, procedure, or treatment is:

  in accordance with generally accepted 
standards of medical practice .

  clinically appropriate in terms of type, 
frequency, extent, site and duration .

  Not primarily for the economic benefit 
of the health plan and purchasers or for 
the convenience of the patient, treating 
physician or other healthcare provider .

if your health plan determines that the request 
does not meet the health plan’s definition of 
“medical Necessity” or is not appropriate the 
request may be denied .

HeAltH plAn AppeAls process

Although the appeals process will vary by health 
plan, your health plan should offer a step by step 
process that allows members the opportunity 
to dispute denial for service . This process will be 
available to review in your benefits handbook or 
by contacting the customer service department 
by phone at the number listed on the back of 
your insurance card . in general most carriers 
follow the steps listed below .
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  level 1- First level appeals are usually 
reviewed by your health plan’s appeals 
department . The medical Director 
who was involved in the denial may be 
involved also .

  level 2- second level appeals are 
reviewed by medical Directors and Appeal 
department staff that were not involved in 
the original decision for denial .

  level 3- The third level appeals are usually 
completed by an independent (outside 
of the health plan) reviewer who enlists 
the assistance of a physician who is 
board certified in the same specialty as 
the requesting physician . if an appeal is 
submitted at this level there can be charges 
to the patient for this service .

knowing wHen to  
AppeAl or not to AppeAl

if the denial reason states that the health plan 
needs more information for the review, you 
may only need to gather that information and 
furnish it to the appropriate party who has 
requested it . your physician may be able to 
assist you with this .

You should consider appealing if:

  The procedure that was requested is 
different from the service that was 
requested or the health plan defines the 
requested procedure differently than your 
physician has defined it .

  The request was denied for medical 
necessity and your physician has reviewed 
the medical policy and he feels the criteria 
have been met .
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You should consider not appealing if:

 your maximum benefit has been met .

  your policy specifically excludes coverage 
of the exact procedure that your physician 
has requested (by name or function) .

 Developing A written reQuest for 
AppeAl or grievAnce.

Gather information from as many sources 
as you can. Some of the resources that may 
guide you are:

  your benefits handbook from the health 
plan . This document should identify:

	 •  Timely filing requirements for 
appeal submissions . 

 •  The name of the department or contact 
person and 

 •  list an address or possibly a fax # that 
the appeal should be submitted to . 

if you do not understand the information in 
this handbook contact the customer service 
# on the back of your insurance card for 
additional assistance .

  communicating with your treating 
physician or the physician’s staff . They may 
be able to:

 •  To contact the health plan and assist in 
the appeal process or 

	 •  supply you with additional clinical 
information supporting this request 

if the written denial states that a peer to 
peer review is available, be sure to give your 
physician this information as soon as possible .
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 verify through your employer whether you 
are being covered by a “self Funded” or “Fully 
insured” policy .  

 •  Fully insured policy - “an employer 
purchases insurance coverage from a 
licensed health plan and that company 
assumes all management of benefits 
and financial risks” . 

	 •  self funded policy -“an employer who 
underwrites the financial risk and has 
the final determination of coverage 
decisions” . 

identifying which coverage you have is very 
important if the health plan who denied your 
request may not have the final decision . it may 
be possible to discuss this denial with your 
human resources department to seek a more 
favorable decision . 
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sAMple AppeAl letter

From patient to health plan medical director 

Date
medical Director or Appropriate 
Department
health Plan
Address
city, state zip code

re: request for coverage decision for 
(iNserT patient name, policy # , date of 
birth, and group #) .

i am writing to appeal (iNserT name of 
health plan)’s recent denial of coverage for 
(iNserT name of auditory prosthetic) to 
restore my hearing . This denial was issued 
because (iNserT denial reason as stated in 
letter from health plan) .

This denial is inaccurate because (iNserT 
information explaining why the denial 
reason is not accurate . refer to Appeal 
explanations provided) .

i have been diagnosed with (iNserT 
diagnosis) . my physician, (iNserT name), 
advised me that clinical evaluation verifies 
that i am a qualified candidate for this 
treatment option which stands alone as the 
only treatment for my type and degree of 
hearing loss .  

As stated above, (iNserT physician’s name) 
has diagnosed me with (iNserT diagnosis) . 
(iNserT brief description of how this hearing 
loss affects your daily life - social situations, 
work, etc .) 
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i understand that in order to receive this 
auditory prosthetic system, coverage will 
be required for the following charges: the 
Auditory Prosthetic components, hospital 
surgical fee, physician surgical fee, and 
anesthesia . 

i look forward to your response . Please 
do not hesitate to contact me or (iNserT 
physician’s name) if additional information 
is needed . 

sincerely,

(iNserT patient’s name)

(iNserT patient’s complete address)
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Options to Consider When Insurance Denies 
Benefits for Auditory Prosthetics

if all options for receiving coverage through 
your health plan have been exhausted, 
below are further options that you may wish 
to consider .

  explore your option of switching insurance 
plans when enrollment periods begin .

  contact the state vocational rehabilitation 
office to see if they can offer assistance 
with the costs .

  contact local service organizations, such as 
lions club or sertoma club to ask if they 
will sponsor fundraisers .

  contact the colorado Neurologic institute 
(cNi) . This is an organization that assists 
candidates with no other means receive 
the device . The website is www.thecni.org.

  if the candidate is a child, check to see if 
there are any special state programs that 
offer assistance to children with disabilities 
or check to see if they qualify for state 
medicaid benefits .

Another option available is oms cochlear 
Americas . oms provides prospective 
recipients with insurance preauthorization 
and verification support at no charge for 
Auditory Prosthetics . contact oms for 
assistance in verifying that procedures are 
covered by insurance, for assistance in securing 
preauthorization for procedures and /or for 
assistance in challenging insurance denials . 
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The information provided in this document is 
provided as guidelines only to address the unique 
nature of implantable hearing solutions technology 
and is not intended as legal advice. There is no 
guarantee that following these guidelines will result 
in any form of coverage or reimbursement from any 
insurance company or federal health care program 
payer. The information presented herein is subject 
to change at any time. This information cannot and 
does not contemplate all situations that a health 
care professional may encounter. To be sure that you 
have the most current and applicable information 
available for your unique circumstances, please 
consult your own experts and seek your own legal 
advice regarding your reimbursement needs and the 
proper implementation of these guidelines.
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hearing solutions, Cochlear is dedicated to bringing the gift of 
sound to people all over the world. With our hearing solutions, 
Cochlear has reconnected over 180,000 cochlear implant and 
Baha® recipients to their families, friends and communities in 
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researchers and hearing professionals, ensuring that we are at 
the forefront in the science of hearing. 

For the person with hearing loss receiving any one of Cochlear’s 
hearing solutions, our commitment is that for the rest of your 
life you will Hear now. And always
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